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Easy techniques to keep your child safe!More than just a guide to basic
safety locks, stove guards, and baby gates, this publication features
320 pages filled with a huge selection of tips from parents, health care
and child care workers, safety experts, and basic safety organizations.
This thorough guide will help protect children on a plane, in a
restaurant, at a lake or in a pool, or at an amusement park. Taking a
trip? The Babyproofing Bible targets each room in the home, along with
the backyard, car, playground, supermarket, and close friendsÆ and
grandparentsÆ houses.A huge selection of tips that work as hard as new
parents doDozens of ôeveryday specialistsö -- including pediatricians
and nurses, kindergarten teachers, daycare employees and babysitters --
who talk about their hard-won wisdom and proven ideas, here, for the
first time Organized by space, activity, and age, so itÆs very user-
friendlyGreat gift book for grandparents, in-laws, and one dads An
indispensable instruction for parents, grandparents, and caregivers, The
Babyproofing Bible provides how-to tips -- the majority of which take
less than ten minutes -- and is geared toward children from birth
through age group three. Get useful tips on how to properly install
child car seats, produce an ID kit for kids, and determine which
vegetation in oneÆs house and yard are poisonous.
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  I never really believed that, but now it makes since if you ask me
expecting myself. This book is ideal for beginners. I would suggest this
book furthermore to doing you're personal research about them with other
resources. The technology has improved for some items. Important
resource for just about any new parents. Great Tool Very complete book
on baby safety. Great for beginners! nevertheless, many useful ideas.
Good babyproofing info The Babyproofing Bible has a lot of good info and
lots of things one might not think about. I love the real-life stories
because it makes you realize that things like that basically DO happen
and I'm not just being paranoid. Only factor is this book nearly makes
me even more paranoid... hehe.. A few of the things are a little
unrealistic for most families to do; It has well thought out
descriptions and works very linearly.. covers stuff I hadn't even
considered. It is well researched and wonderfully structured into an
easy browse.. I am all when planning on taking important precautions and
baby-proofing, but it is impossible to tell what those important
precautions are in this publication of ten million mainly useless
precautions. It covers the basics, like keep chemicals out of reach, pot
handles fired up stove, covering outlets, but it addittionally covers
things I hadn't really considered like.. Seriously, it's a great book
and I really like how it's organized -- first age then area.when
investing in a toy box make certain there's vents and easy open latch
from inside in the event baby gets stuck within and bolting shelves to
the wall structure so baby doesn't pull them straight down together with
her when trying to pull up on them. Positive thing I go through that
since I was planning to use an old cedar chest we had that would NOT be
secure I today realize. It explains how babies are "top weighty" and may
easily take a spill into a toilet pan.Good book for 1st time parents
this is an excellent book for first-time parents. It's the kind of
practical item I desire we'd gotten even more of when our boy was
created! I could show the author has done her research and knows what
she's discussing. I cannot imagine ANY parent or family that would do
all the things listed in this reserve. Why Read OTHER THINGS? All the
Info YOU WILL NEED My partner bought this after our son started walking
- We was curious so I picked it up one day. I'm an engineer and a
teacher therefore i like detail - which one is completely thorough. I
must say i appreciated the advice on the kitchen - our child was hugely
interested in everything in there for a long time. And she explains what
to search for when buying babies toys and products, which means this may
be an excellent book to read while your pregnant. The writer just about
covers every room of the home. Any area of concern you might have, it
covers - and it does it in a well-written and thoughtful manner. Buy
this publication in order to be overprotective and paranoid I found this
book useless because they list every conceivable matter you could carry
out to baby-proof your house in order to end up being ULTRA ULTRA
careful. It's sprial bound, therefore would make a very easy reference



text and will be a great shower gift! That makes it useless since it is
impossible to inform from the publication what the considerations are. I
understand that it is supposed to be "exceedingly thorough" but I found
it to be exceedingly useless. Plus, should you choose everything in this
reserve, you can be totally paranoid, and spend all your time worrying
and your child is going to be over-protected. I acquired this from my
library to ensure We had my bases covered mainly because my 7 mo aged is
nearing crawling stage.
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